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ARTICLES 

MARTYROLOGY AND LITERARY SCHOLARSHIP: 

THE CASE OF VASYL STUS 

Marko Pavlyshyn, Monash University 

In his introduction to Vasyl Stus's verse collection Palimpsesty [Palimpsests, 
1986] George Shevelov posed a question that has perplexed Stus criticism 
ever since: "How can one wrench oneself free of the heroic biography of the 
artist and speak of the poetry as a fact of literature?" (18).1 

Few would challenge Shevelov's use of the attribute "heroic" with reference 
to Stus. Born in 1938 in a village in the Vinnytsia oblast in Ukraine, Stus grew 
up and obtained his teacher's education in the Donbas. His poetry began ap 
pearing in the periodical press in 1959, his critical essays in 1964. In the same 

year he moved to Kyiv for graduate studies at the Institute of Literature of the 

Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR and began frequenting the gather 
ings of dissident intellectuals and writers. In September 1965, at the premiere 
of Sergei Paradzhanov's film Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors, when the critic 
Ivan Dziuba condemned the arrests, days earlier, of members of the Ukrainian 

intelligentsia, Stus called on the audience to stand up as a sign of solidarity 
with them. Dismissed from the Institute, Stus worked at a succession of phys 
ically demanding jobs. His poetry ceased to be published, and critical essays 
by him appeared in print only under a pseudonym. While not a major activist 
of the dissident movement, Stus protested in open letters to Communist Party 
officials and the press against politically motivated arrests and other injustices 
of the Soviet system. Adding to the register of his misdemeanors against So 
viet officialdom, in 1970 his collection Zymovi dereva [Winter Trees], rejected 
by domestic publishers, was published—without his knowledge or consent 
in Brussels. Arrested in January 1972 with other members of the Ukrainian 

The research on which this article is based was supported by grants from the Ukrainian Studies 

Support Fund of the Association of Ukrainians in Victoria (Australia), the Ukrainian Studies 
Foundation in Australia Ltd. and the Faculty of Arts, Monash University. 

1. Unless otherwise noted, translations are mine. 
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586 Slavic and East European Journal 

dissident movement, Stus was sentenced to five years of imprisonment and 
three of exile. He served the first part of his sentence in a prison camp in 

Mordovia, where his many acts of non-compliance attracted punitive mea 
sures. For the term of his exile Stus was sent to the remote East of the Rus 
sian SFSR to work in the gold mines of Magadan oblast. Returning to Kyiv 
in 1979, Stus became a member of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group. In the fol 

lowing year he was arrested anew and sentenced to ten years' imprisonment 
followed by five years of exile. He did not survive the severe regime prison 
camp in Kuchino in the Urals, dying in September 1985 while serving a pe 
riod of solitary confinement.2 

Shevelov's query related to literary judgment and the role played in it by 
criteria thought of as purely "literary," on the one hand, and extrinsic to liter 

ature, on the other. The query came in the context of the discussion, intensive 
in Western academe in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, on the nature 
of literary canons. Some neo-Kantian rearguard actions notwithstanding (e.g., 
Adams), it had become conventional to consider literary value, and value in 

general, as contingent upon the shifting needs of historically concrete social 

groups (Herrnstein Smith) and therefore to understand canons as "complicit 
with power" (Kermode 115), as inexorably ideological and political (Eagle 

ton), and, indeed, as reflecting at times the narrow interests of particular in 

stitutions and corporations (Ohmann). At the same time, inquiries into nation 

alisms and national identities had begun to observe mutual influences 
between the emergence and evolution of modes of national self-understand 

ing, the shaping of national high cultures, and the establishment of national 

literary canons (Gellner 55; Kolbas 1). 
The following discussion returns to Shevelov's question in order to answer 

it indirectly, tracing the history of the reception of Vasyl Stus in the sphere of 

Ukrainian public discussion and in literary scholarship. I hope to describe the 

shifting fortunes in this process of reception of the "heroic biography" and of 

engagements with the "fact of literature"; to identify some persistent topoi in 

texts that interpreted and evaluated Stus for a range of audiences, including 
Ukrainian émigrés in the West, dissidents in the USSR, and the domestic 

Ukrainian public in the period of glasnost' and in independent Ukraine; and 

to envision these topoi as constitutive parts of arguments, articulated on be 

half of particular social and political interests, about Ukrainian culture and its 

place in the world before, during and after the collapse of the Soviet system. 
Stus's publications up to 1965 elicited too few responses to justify thinking 

of him as possessing a public reputation before that time. It was his action at 

2. Surprisingly for a figure about whom so much has been written, there is no single conven 

tional book-length biography of Stus. Short materials about Stus appeared in sourcebooks on the 

dissident movement (Zinkevych 1978 and 1983). The most complete account of Stus's life up 

to 1972 is by his son (Dmytro Stus 2004). The most compendious collection of memoirs about 

him appeared in 2002 (Pidhirnyi and Chernilevs'kyi). 
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the premiere of Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors that established him as a core 

participant of the dissident movement in the eyes of members of the movement 

itself, of Soviet officials, and of émigré observers in the West. From 1969 

onward, émigré journals published Stus's letters defending fellow dissidents, 
giving him a degree of visibility abroad. The publication of Winter Trees in 
1970 marked the beginning of an enduring bifurcation in the émigré reception 
of Stus. The publisher's preface identified as the source of Stus's repute a po 
litical text: his "Open Letter to the Presidium of the Writers' Union of 
Ukraine" [1968]—in defense of the dissident Viacheslav Chornovil ("Vid 
vydavnytstva"). Ariadna Shum's introduction, on the other hand, downplayed 
the political dimension of Stus's poetry. In Stus's poem cycle "Kostomarov u 
Saratovi" [Kostomarov in Saratov] the constraint and limitation suffered by 
the nineteenth-century historian Mykola Kostomarov in exile on the Volga in 
vited interpretation as an allegory of the fate of the intellectual in the Soviet 
state. Shum, however, hinted only obliquely at the possibility of so overtly po 
litical a reading by referring to the "timelessness" (3) of the cycle's theme. 

Stus's first imprisonment intensified the attention paid to his role in the dis 
sident movement. In 1975 the USSR signed the Helsinki Accords and thereby 
committed itself to abide by their seventh principle, respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. This gave Soviet dissidents and their sympathiz 
ers in the West a new rhetorical basis for protests against the imprisonment of 
intellectuals by the Soviet state. One of the standard devices of protest texts 
on both sides of the Iron Curtain was the enumeration, by name, of impris 
oned individuals, a device that corresponded to the emphasis in the human 

rights discourse on the individual as endowed with rights, and implicitly in 
voked an ideal international legal framework within which individuals might 
expect to assert these rights. Furthermore, the list made the point that the 
stance of dissidents had some generality: prisoners of conscience in the USSR 
were not aberrant individuals, but individuals linked by common values and 

principles to each other and, in turn, to the world of "normality," namely the 
West. The dossier titled The Ukrainian Movement in Defense of Rights, pub 
lished in Toronto in 1978, began with a list of members of the Ukrainian 
Helsinki Accords Monitoring Group (Zinkevych 1978, ix-x). The dissident 
texts brought together in the publication contained such places as the follow 

ing: "[Views critical of the Soviet nationalities policy] were not repudiated by 
V. Moroz, V. Chornovil, V. Stus, O. Serhienko, I. Svitlychny, Ye. Sverstiuk 
and many others" (74) and "When Lisovy heard of the arrests of I. Dziuba, I. 

Svitlychny, Ye. Sverstiuk, V. Stus, O. Serhienko and others, his conscience 
forbade him to keep silent" (78). In the follow-up volume of 1983 Stus was 
seen as meriting not merely a place in a set of lists, but a full chapter of doc 
uments detailing his travails in exile and during his second trial (Zinkevych 
1983, 747—77). The émigré journals Suchasnist and Vyzvolny shliakh main 
tained a steady flow of information and documents about Stus, alongside 
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other imprisoned dissidents, enhancing his image as an individual coura 

geously enduring physical and psychological victimization. 
In the meantime, the judgment on Stus as a poet in the West—in the main, 

among literary scholars and critics of Ukrainian background working in West 
ern universities—was tentative and cautious, based as it initially was on the 
collection Winter Trees alone. In 1975 George S. N. Luckyj judged Stus to 
excel as a lyricist, while considering his poetry to be "less sophisticated" than 
that of other poets whose work circulated clandestinely: Ihor Kalynets, 
Mykola Vorobiov, Vasyl Holoborodko or Hryhory Chubai (136). In 1976 
Marco Carynnyk, who edited the second published collection of Stus's works, 
Svicha v svichadi [A Candle in a Mirror, 1977] and translated several of Stus's 

poems, was restrained in his praise of Stus's poetry, deeming it the equal of 
the "best neo-romantic writings of Oleksa Vlyzko, Dmytro Falkivsky and 
Olena Teliha"—poets not usually placed at the forefront of the Ukrainian lit 

erary canon (Carynnyk 1976, 62). A recurrent motif in the early reception of 
Stus by literary critics in the West was that of the poet's "high education and 

great culture" (Shum 1), or "impeccable literary taste" (Carynnyk 1976, 64), 
or "refined taste and broad erudition" (Slavutych 426), behind which it is dif 
ficult not to detect a degree of reservation toward poetry that, relative to a 
Romantic norm of spontaneity and genius, might be perceived as derivative 
and bookish. Indeed, where early Western critics did warm to Stus, it was for 
his lyricism and for his reformulation of Romantic preoccupations. Carynnyk 
conceded Stus to be "a very good poet [who] could have been a great one" on 
the basis of his having written "at least half a dozen authentic lyric poems" 
(Carynnyk 1988, 30), including some that embody the quintessentially Ro 
mantic theme of the artist's "communion with the world." As exemplary in 
this regard Carynnyk regarded the following poem from Palimpsests'. 

Th T¡Hb. Th npHTiHb. CMepK i SOBI-Hií 

rya, 
i 3ejieHb 6am>, i 3ojioto ropiuiHe 

MepTßime TJiiHy. Th öaKamw rpiuiHe— 

nipHyTH b TeMiHb bíkobhx oryfl, 
Í3 xyxopiB, Í3 bhccjikíb i CÍJ1 

th, 6e3rojiOBa nopora noTBopo, 

ropHiii b B¡Kax, HeMOB ñojii/x, hk Topa. 

Topi™ 6o—to bíhhhh tbíh npHflin. 
BcecnajTCHHfl. Tboc aBToaacfie — 

nepenoHHHOK nepea nÍ3HÍM cbatom, 
hk Bopora Ha3Bemca pi/mHM SpaTOM 
i CMepK po3cyHe Jiiporo Op(j>eH.3 

You're shade, you're shadow, dusk and long 

reproof, 
and green of cupolas and gold on high, 
more dead than ashes. You're iniquitous 
desire—to plunge from hamlets, villages 
and farms into the dark of ancient blames. 

You burn like aerolite or sacred book, 
beloved headless monster, for all time, 
because to burn is your eternal lot. 

Thus all-consumption. Your auto-da-fe 

is but a rest before belated feast, 
when you'll be called the brother of your foe 

and Orpheus will part the dusk with his lyre. 

(Carynnyk 1988, 27) 

3. Quoted in Carynnyk 1988, 27. Carynnyk used the text as published in the collection 

Palimpsests (Vasyl' Stus 1986, 191). The main text that appears in the first critical edition has 

slightly different punctuation (Vasyl' Stus 1994-1999, 3/1: 134). In the so-called Magadan ver 

sion of Palimpsests the wording of five lines of this short poem differs from that of the version 

used by Carynnyk (Vasyl1 Stus 1994-1999, 3/2: 12). 
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The caution of this early criticism—its fear of enthusiasm—was in keeping 
with a hierarchical view of the literary system that envisages a league table of 

"greatest" and "great" poets elevated over "minor" ones. This view cohered 
well with modernist confidence in the dignity of high art and its superiority 
over more popular and utilitarian art forms, embodied in the Ukrainian in 
stance by the enduring opposition of modernism and populism. Most of the 

early judges of Stus in the West identified themselves, implicitly if not explic 
itly, as being in solidarity with the moderns in this stand-off, perhaps not least 
because their common ideological adversary, the USSR, had repudiated its 
own avant-garde and institutionalized low-brow aesthetic traditionalism 
under the banner of Socialist Realism. The qualities in poetry that they val 
ued included complexity, philosophical content, formal experimentation, in 
short—visible similarity to the outputs of European and American mod 
ernisms. On the basis of Stus's early poems it was not obvious where pre 
cisely he stood in the continuum between the modernist and the non-mod 
ernist. Shum perceived in Stus affinities to modernist movements of the first 
half of the twentieth century, but Luckyj, in labeling Stus as a Neoromantic, 
clearly thought of him as more of a traditionalist. This was also the outlook 
of Carynnyk, who speculated that Stus would "probably not win his place in 
Ukrainian literary history by introducing new poetic devices or methods" 

(Carynnyk 1976, 67). 
Bohdan Rubchak's study of 1983 marked a shift away from such positions. 

While it made no explicit judgments concerning the quality or significance of 
Stus's poetry, the essay's length and complexity indirectly signaled the merit 
that Rubchak, a poet as well as a literary scholar, attributed to its object. 
Rubchak demonstrated that Stus's poetry echoed the work of predecessors: 

Rilke, Pasternak, Goethe, Shevchenko, Pavlo Tychyna, Yevhen Pluzhnyk, 
Pavlo Fylypovych, and Andry Malyshko (317-22), treating influence as a 

topos of praise: influence brought Stus into the proximity of dignified figures 
from the European (and Ukrainian) poetic canon and metonymically enabled 
him to share their aura. 

In the form and the philosophical content of Stus's poetry, or what was then 
available of it, Rubchak observed a structure of polarity: an initial prolifera 
tion of images and motifs of "diffusion" yielded to motifs of "bifurcation" 

and, finally, "unity." This ultimate unity, likewise, was twofold and spatially 
defined: its horizontal dimension alluded to the empirical world, its vertical 
axis to the connection between spirit and reality (322-51). The essence of this 

unity, in which Rubchak detected an echo both of Rilke and of Kierkegaard, 
lay in a fusion of human choice and cosmic destiny, whose symbol was a fall 
to a death not to be feared, but desired (340), as in the following poem: 

Henaje erpijiH, BunymeHi b 6e3Jiti, As arrows fired into a chasm, 

3ry6miHcs mí a- oöhjibox Kpai'B, lost between both its walls, 

npoBaaacem He chjioio tsthb, are guided not by a bowstring's force 
a cnoraaoM npo o6pa3H noie3Jii, but by recollections of lost images, 
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TaK ayuii Haini: o nopi BaraHb 

nifl meMHHH cniß 3eMHoro npHTaraHHs 
cniuiaTb y rainy, b 6c3ßicTb, y CMepKaHHS, 
ne Bor TpHMae BcenpomeHHy zmaHb. 
TaK npO'iHaWJIHCb KpHBOJieTH flTHUb, 

mo, 3HaBiiiHCb fl'ropi, 3acflraioTb na;ii, 
ae 3ÍpKa 3aflHBjM6Tbcs b CBwaaas 
CBOIX 03ep, KOJIOJUniB, KpHHHUb. 

(Rubchak 341)4 

so are our souls: in times of doubt, 

accompanied by gravity's pining song, 

they speed to silence, twilight and oblivion, 
where God extends an all-forgiving palm. 
So are the trails of the curved flights of birds 

that, having risen high, crave the valley 
where stars gaze into mirrors 

of lakes and wells and springs. 

Rubchak saw the spatial symbolism of Stus's poetry as corresponding to an 
abstract geometrical pattern. The critic paid detailed attention to the words of 
Stus's texts and sought the meaning of Stus's poetry in what he saw as the 

system of the poetic opus as a whole, not in some relationship between the 

poetry and the outside world. In these respects Rubchak's study was charac 
teristic of much English-language criticism of the 1970s and early 1980s that 
stood in the wake of close reading and the New Criticism and was not unin 
fluenced by Structuralism. 

Rubchak's study silently invoked two further topoi that would subse 

quently have a long career in the reception of Stus. The first was the value of 
intellectual complexity: for a time, it would become legitimate to comment 

favorably on the elitist quality of Stus's verse, one critic describing it as "dif 
ficult for lovers of light reading to access" and open "only to a small circle of 
readers" (Horbach 48). The second topos, implicit in Rubchak's presentation 
of the content of Stus's poetry as abstract and almost free of historical and po 
litical context, was the superiority of the universal over the local. "Stus is a 
Ukrainian poet, and yet his works are profoundly human and universal," 
Leonid Rudnytzky would soon claim (174). 

In contrast to the coolness and caution of émigré critics in the West, a very 
different—heroic and martyrological—image of Stus evolved in dissident 
and Gulag circles, subsequently to be amplified in numerous testimonies and 

memoirs. Stus's co-prisoners seldom had access to manuscript collections of 

his poetry, though they would sometimes memorize his poems, transcribe 

them and help smuggle them out of the camps. It was Stus's steadfastness, 

courage and defiance of authority that impressed them. One of the earliest and 

most influential prison camp testimonies was that of Mykhailo Kheifets, writ 

ten after the author's emigration to Israel and first published in 1981. Kheifets 
initiated the tradition of combining admiration of Stus as a moral agent and 

as a poet. He unequivocally announced Stus to be a "brilliant human being 
and the greatest poet of contemporary Ukraine" (Kheifets 202). The very title 
of Kheifets's long memoir, later repeatedly quoted, announced, "In Ukrainian 

4. Rubchak followed the text published in A Candle in a Mirror (1977, 82), which corre 

sponds exactly to that of one of the variants of this poem that later appeared in the first critical 

edition (1994-1999, 3/1:218). 
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Poetry Today There is None Greater...."5 Kheifets's account was full of em 

phatic moral approbation. "Stus was not able, or, more precisely, did not 
know how, or even more precisely, had no desire to be able or to know how 

to outfox the enemy; he confronted the KGB armed only with devastating 
contempt and courage fierce to the point of arrogance," Kheifets affirmed 

(210; emphasis in the original); "Vasyl never addressed the authorities or the 

police except in the tone of a victor and a prosecutor at a future Nürnberg 
trial" (212). At the same time, Kheifets was no less apodictic in his judgment 
of Stus as a poet: "Stus blazes new paths through poetry, he creates new har 
monies. Above all, he has expanded the limits of poetic language; in order to 
create a new poetic consciousness he finds words in the vaults and niches of 
the nation's language" (243). 

This characterization of Stus gained authority from the way in which 
Kheifets proclaimed his subject position. He defined his Jewishness, not sim 

ply as otherness vis-á-vis the Soviet mainstream, but as an emphatic form of 
national identity. His claim to write as an outsider was a claim to objectivity; 
yet, by framing his Jewishness as a nationality, Kheifets indicated that his 
view of the world was analogous to that of the Ukrainian dissident movement, 
most of whose members perceived the Soviet abrogation of human rights as 
a dimension of the colonial oppression of nations. 

Stus's death on September 4, 1985, ushered in a new phase in the reception 
of his work. Mikhail Gorbachev was already in power when the poet died, but 
the efflorescence of glasnost' that would render his death publicly mention 
able in the Soviet Union was still more than four years away. In the Ukrainian 

diaspora in the West, on the other hand, Stus's death was widely mourned. 

Among the paradigms that were invoked to interpret it, that of martyrdom 
emerged as dominant. A communiqué by the Foreign Representation of the 
Ukrainian Helsinki Group stated that "Stus fell prey not to a natural death, but 
to a slow and sadistic murder drawn out over long years of torture, both re 
fined and unrefined" (Zakordonne predstavnytstvo 98). The mathematician 
and former dissident Leonid Pliushch, who had been expelled from the USSR 
and lived in Paris, called Stus's death "the murder of a poet" (97), figured 
Stus's life as his "stations of the Cross" (97) and placed it in the context of a 

martyrological cultural history: "One hundred years ago Nicholas I caused 
the death of Shevchenko, in the 1930s Stalin murdered almost eighty per cent 
of all Ukrainian writers; and today, of the 144 writers on the global list of the 
PEN Club's Commission on Imprisoned Writers, 25 are Ukrainian" (98). The 
New York Ukrainian-language newspaper Svoboda called on its readers to re 
member in their prayers "the great poet and martyr Vasyl Stus" (quoted in 

Carynnyk 1986, 27). Stus's death in such responses was regarded as, on the 

5. The title was not Kheifets's own: he attributed it to another prison camp inmate, Zorian 

Popadiuk, a 20-year-old former student from Lviv (202). 
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one hand, inflicted by his tormentors (not in a single act of violence, to be 

sure, but through extended persecution) and, on the other, as freely chosen 
and endured in defense of principles and beliefs.6 The efficacy of the marty 
rological account of Stus's death for opponents of the Soviet regime and ad 
vocates of rights for individuals and national groups was clear. Stus's death, 

regarded as chosen, testified to the inflexibility of his belief in the principles 
that he was seen to defend (human dignity and freedom; rejection of tyranny; 
the dignity of his national culture and of the nation that it represented). His 
death demonstrated how important and valuable those beliefs had been to him 

and, given the authority that attended martyrdom, recommended them as 

principal values to others. 
In the year following Stus's death Suchasnist' published the 480-page col 

lection Palimpsests, comprising poems written during the poet's incarcera 
tion. Based on manuscript materials of uncertain dating, order or level of fi 

nality, it had been edited by Nadia Svitlychna, the main voice of the 
Ukrainian dissident movement in the West. The introduction by George 
Shevelov, the most revered of Ukrainian émigré literary critics, was an un 

usual instance of its genre: it bracketed observations of an introductory nature 
within an elaborate frame of skepticism as to their validity. This self-decon 
structive stance, relatively mainstream in the Western academe of 1986 but 
uncharacteristic of Ukrainian literary studies, Shevelov justified by the lack 
of basic philological certainties as to the textual base. "It would be irrespon 
sible," he wrote, 

under these circumstances to attempt an even approximately complete picture of Stus as a poet 

or, even more, to speak of his poetic evolution. At best one can group his poems by theme and 

style (and these two groupings may well fail to overlap) in the hope that this may reveal at least 

some features of his poetic personality and point to some literary connections and lineages, but 

without expecting definitively to find Stus's place in recent Ukrainian and world lyric poetry. 
This is not a great deal, and the task, whose performance will open no broad horizons, is a 

thankless one. But perhaps it is better than nothing at all. What follows, then, is not an interpre 

tation, but merely—to invoke deliberately a somewhat contemptuous term—a contribution to 

one. (19) 

With uncharacteristic equanimity the critic also surrendered to the accident of 

subjectivity the tasks of canon-making ("Deciding who today is the greatest 

poet of Ukraine is a matter of individual taste" 57) and interpretation ("The 

6. The definition of martyrdom adopted by Pope Benedict XIV in the mid-seventeenth cen 

tury specified that the death in question had to be chosen in preference to recantation, where the 

latter choice was available (Peterson 93-94). Recent studies of martyrdom have demonstrated 

how accounts of martyrs' deaths advance the sense of identity of the group united by dedication 

to the beliefs for which the martyr died (Castelli 3). Such texts aim to show believers that the 

lives and deaths of martyrs confirm the truth of their convictions (Brietz Monta 3; Dillon 4). 

Representations of martyrdom occur mainly in religious contexts, but, as Valérie Rosoux points 

out, not infrequently they serve the "civic religion of nationalism" (99): they illustrate how 

"supreme sacrifice justifies the transcendent character of the nation" (85). 
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worst thing that one can do to a hermetic text is to try to solve it like a puz 
zle, an encoded message. [...] On the other hand, reader, do as you wish!" 

48^49). Shevelov confessed to apprehending as "truly hermetic" the follow 

ing poem: 

Shevelov discarded as superficial any reading of the poem that would view 
it as "merely an autumn landscape," for this would fail to account for its "in 
sistent introduction of abstract lexemes, generally in the key of grimness and 

despair" (48). The critic's insistence upon the claim that a significant part of 
Stus's poetry resisted coherent interpretation went hand in hand with his 
broader conviction that Stus's opus in general was not yet ripe for evaluation. 
This topos of deferral of judgment—the claim that scholarly groundwork 
must be done before a responsible evaluation of Stus might be undertaken— 
would dominate one of the major directions in literary-critical engagement 
with the poet's work in Ukraine throughout the 1990s. 

The topos of the (temporary) powerlessness of criticism notwithstanding, 
Shevelov offered a characteristically subtle reading of the poetry collected in 

Palimpsests. He revisited the question of influences upon Stus's oeuvre, de 

emphasizing the role of Rilke and underscoring that of Shevchenko; more 

rigorously than any predecessor, he analyzed Stus's language, exploring its 

archaisms, neologisms and mythologisms and subsuming them under his 

category of "poetism," the quality that differentiates aesthetically wrought 
language from ordinary speech; and he placed the philosophy of Stus's po 
etry in the tradition of existentialist ontology and ethics. The length of the 

essay—41 pages—also left no real doubt as to Shevelov's assessment of 
Stus's importance. 

Despite its coy protestations to the contrary, Shevelov's frequently 
reprinted introduction inducted Stus into the Ukrainian literary canon. Among 
the symptoms of literary canonization is the emergence of an apparatus assist 

EyaHHOK TOH, KOTporo acajlb 6yaHB, 
1H Ha ÍIKHH OCTpilUKOM 30ÍÍKy n'SBC« 

TaeMHHH OCTpaX, MJIOCHO npHXHJIHBCH 
flO chíhchhx cnaHTenHieHHX rpyrn iß. 

I BiaaaBaBca lacy Temí, 

flOBipHBIUHCb HOTO DeHTOKHÜÍ XBHJ1Í, 

uiyicaB onopjnyHKy y 3HecHJiJii 

i HacjiyxaB HacTopiem ra'i, 

mo CK'pa;iHo na3Hpni ropow ópajiHCb, 

KyjiwaBHX cocoh CKOpneHa pyica 
no Hboro ;i0T0pKHyTHCH Barajiacb, 
HeMOB no npannKJBaToro. I 3 kocm 

ocíhhíx XMap cyxa jicrijia MraiKa, 

11106 nopiflHHTH btojioc cyrojioc 

JIÍCÍB, <IHH p03pa;ia HCBCJTHHKa 

Moma 3apsTyBaTH bíj norpoi. 

(Shevelov 48; cf. Stus 1994-1999, 3/2: 65) 

That building, which was wakened by distress, 
or which the edges of a cry of secret 

alarm ascended, languidly submitted 

to the embrace of snowy startled soil 

and threw itself into the flow of time, 

abandoning itself to restless currents. 

Then sought relief and comfort in exhaustion 

and listened closely to the pricked-up groves 
that stole behind the traces up the mountain. 

The shriveled arms and hands of limping pines 
were hesitant to brush against him, fearful 

as if he were a syphilitic. Tufts 

of autumn clouds released an arid drizzle 

to unify aloud the consonance 

of wooded lands, whose paltry consolation 

was capable of turning back the threats. 

(Stus 1986, 9) 
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ing the study of the author in question: biographical and documentary mate 

rials, the testimonies and memoirs of friends, critical anthologies and bibli 

ographies. An extensive collection of such aids, edited by Osyp Zinkevych 
and Mykola Frantsuzhenko, appeared as early as 1987. Leonid Pliushch, like 

Shevelov, invoked the topos of deferral of judgment (Stus "created a poetics 
of its own that awaits its researchers" 101), but saw Stus as a historical figure 
illustrative of the prophetic and exemplary role that attaches to "every great 
poet" in an unfree society (99). 

As the 1980s wore on, glasnost' unfolded, bringing into public view in the 
Soviet Union ever more figures and works of Ukrainian literary history 
whose discussion had been taboo. At a late stage of this process, selections 
of Stus's poems began to appear in mainstream journals, at first accompanied 
by cautious and apologetic commentary. The poet's re-entry into the public 
consciousness was accelerated in November 1989 by the return of his mor 
tal remains, together with those of his fellow-prisoners Oleksa Tykhy and 

Yury Lytvyn, to Kyiv. The symbolic significance of the reburial was pro 
found: its potential to recall the reburial of Shevchenko was foremost in the 
minds of the activists of Rukh, Ukraine's movement for national cultural re 
vival and reform. The Rukh leadership involved itself directly in planning 
the event, not entirely to the satisfaction of Stus's wife and son (Dmytro Stus 

2004, 20-21). The disinterment in Kuchino and the funeral itself were 

filmed; later a full transcript of the soundtrack was published, adding to the 

martyrological literature on Stus. In his funeral oration, the Rukh activist 
Viacheslav Chornovil, himself a former political prisoner, called upon 
mourners to pay their last respects "to our holy Great Martyrs [velyko 
muchenykiv]" ("Khronika perepokhovannia" 106-7) and linked Stus's per 
sonal history to that of "our long-suffering land" (108), a phrase also used by 
the poet and Rukh leader Ivan Drach, while an unidentified mourner paid his 

respects to "these three coffins of heroes and Great Martyrs" (112). Some 
witnesses described the reburial as a moment of transformation, indeed of 

conversion. The Russian literary scholar Irina Gitovich reported the experi 
ence of a friend who "for the first time experienced a sense of belonging to 

[her] people [narodu]" and considered the reburial "a watershed in the life 

of all Ukraine and a prologue to everything that would happen afterwards" 

(13); the filmmaker Stanislav Chernilevsky conjectured that many of the par 

ticipants knew little of Stus, Tykhy or Lytvyn, but "felt a need for a certain 

spiritual exploit or breakthrough" (5). The literary critic Mykola Zhulynsky 
asked rhetorically in the weekly Literaturna Ukraina, "was it not in these 
moments that the consciousness of many turned to the defense of our na 

tional honor and dignity?" (1989, 24). 
Zhulynsky's testimony contrasted sharply with his almost simultaneously 

published apologia of Stus from a perspective that, though liberalized in the 

spirit of the times, was still Soviet. The Party should have been more forgiv 
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ing and understanding; rather than sentence Stus, the system should have 
taken account of his psychological fragility, "unnerved and exhausted" as he 
was by the "hopelessness of his life" (Zhulyns'kyi 1990, 423). Martyrdom 
figured in Zhulynsky's account, but as an effect within Stus's troubled psy 
che: "the idea of the sacrificial nature of his destiny as an artist stole into his 
subconscious—the idea of some fatal doom to which he had to succumb, car 

rying the cross prepared for him by fate and his martyr's mission" (426). 
By the time Zhulynsky's article was republished in his collection Iz zabut 

tia—v bezsmertia [From Obscurity into Immortality, 1990], its tone of forgiv 
ing condescension was an anachronism. Dozens of publications of and about 
Stus appeared in the Soviet periodical press in late 1989 and in 1990. The two 
modes of reception that had taken root in the West were immediately repli 
cated in Ukraine: one focused on Stus's works, the other on his life, often con 

ceptualized as the life of a martyr. Exponents of the latter did not hesitate to 

pronounce extravagant judgments. The translator of a selection of Stus's 

poems into Russian proclaimed that "as a poet Stus has shown himself proof 
against death: he has lost his outer shell, but his Spirit, his Conscience, lives. 

Vasyl, yes, that self-same Vasyl is the pride of Ukrainian poetry" (BerinskiT 
162). The specialist journal of literary scholarship Slovo i chas [Word and 

Time], freshly renamed from Radianske literaturoznavstvo [Soviet Literary 
Scholarship], opened a new section titled "Pages from a Textbook" that high 
lighted names and works until recently prohibited and reinterpreted Ukrainian 

literary history as part of a narrative of national struggle. Purportedly directed 
at an audience of senior schoolchildren, the "Pages" announced Stus's poetry 
to be "truth itself with all its essential and tragic features, [...] the living nerve 
of Ukraine and its vast and unhappy fate" (Donchyk, Kovaliv and 
Kravchenko 80). The first sourcebook on Stus published in Ukraine focused 
on his biography; in contrast to its Western predecessor, it contained no sec 
tion dedicated to studies of his poetry, despite its subtitle: "Vasyl Stus, poet 
and human being" (Orach, Mishchenko and D. V. Stus). The former dissident 
Yevhen Sverstiuk initiated the sacral reception of Stus: "Before the shade of 
the martyr the world is humbled. [...] And if the martyr is a poet, [...] his every 
word pulsates like an open wound; his passion, his aspiration, his virtue live 
in his word and reverberate in the heart of the reader" (Sverstiuk 1993, 120); 
"Stus never asked whether the cross was heavy; he naturally and constantly 
carried this burden of honor as one carries the heritage of ancestors" (158). 

The philological line of Stus's Ukrainian reception in the 1990s was more 
sober and subdued. It was led by Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska, a professional lit 

erary scholar and a friend of Stus's. Kotsiubynska urged a deferral of judgment 
pending the publication of a scholarly edition (she herself co-edited the edition 
that began to appear in 1994). She joined Shevelov and Pliushch in her con 
cern that admiration for the "heroic path of the poet, full of suffering, [...] not 
distract us from the universe discovered by him and the poetic cosmos that he 
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created" (Kotsiubyns'ka 1991a, Introduction 38). Among Kotsiubynska's 
many studies of Stus were careful, source-based discussions of special aspects 
his work: his letters (Kotsiubyns'ka 1995a), his reception of the poet 
Volodymyr Svidzinsky (Kotsiubyns'ka 1991a) and the motif of "filling oneself 
from within" (Kotsiubyns'ka 1995b) that she saw as revelatory of Stus's 

understanding of poetic subjectivity. Reviewing in her introduction to Stus's 
collected works the philosophical resonances that critics had observed in his 

works, Kotsiubynska noted the affinities between Stus and Kierkegaard, Hei 

degger and Gabriel Marcel, and the analogies between the world view articu 
lated in his poetry (as well as his letters) and such tenets of Existentialism as 
the imperative to remain true to oneself in the midst of an inimical and alien 
world (Kotsiubyns'ka 1994, 18-20). Such an attitude of "tragic Stoicism" (20) 
Kotsiubynska found well expressed in the following poem: 

ÜKa HecTepnHa pi/ma nyatHHa, 
uefi norap paio, xpaM, 3a3HaJiHií CKBeproi! 
Th noBepHV'KCfl, ajie Kpaii—He BepHe: 

HOMy 3a TpyMHy rirrbMa KaM'sHa. [...] 
Ta caM a ecm! I e rpynHHH mííí 6ijib, 
i e cjib03a, mo HacKpi3b nponkae 
K3MÍHHHH Myp, fíe KBÍTK3 MpOUßhaC 
B TpH CKpHKH 6apB, TpH CKpHKH 

6oa(eBÍJib! f...] 
(20; Stus 1994-1999, 3/1: 32) 

How unbearable is this native foreign land, 
This burnt-out paradise, this defiled temple! 
You have returned, but your land will not: 

A stony darkness is its bier. [...] 
Yet I myself am! And the pain in my chest is, too, 
As is the tear that burns through 
The stone wall, where a flower blooms 

In three shrieks of color, three shrieks of 

madness. [...] 

The cumulative study of Stus, Kotsiubynska believed, would enable the grad 
ual accretion of a philologically well-grounded appreciation of his work that, 
independently of considerations of biography, would secure his reputation as 
a poet for an audience conceived of as not merely national, but universal: "A 

poet of such intellectual intensity and such explosive expressiveness, the cre 
ator of such a world of imagery, could be the pride of any one of the world's 
most developed cultures" (Kotsiubyns'ka 1990, 209-10). 

As a topos of praise the assertion of the universality of Stus's poetry by crit 

ics such as Mykola Ilnytsky stood alongside homage to its difficulty, under 
stood as a mark of elitism—a value that was rehabilitated in post-Soviet cul 

ture, both intellectual and popular. Not infrequently the two topoi would be 

combined, as they were in the judgment of Yaroslav Melnyk: "it is as an in 

tellectual force that Stus rises above Ukrainian 'poets pure and simple,' thus 

securing his interest for non-Ukrainians." Melnyk downplayed Stus's 

Ukrainianness, fearing that it might be apprehended as a form of parochial 
ism. He read Stus above all as a philosopher, discovering in his thought-world 
elements of "a Buddhist sense of the world," and argued that Stus was "no 

typical Ukrainian in the Shevchenko mould" (158-60). Ivan Dziuba, on the 
other hand, saw the capacity to universalize the national as one of Stus's 

strengths: his poems "make Ukrainian problems intelligible to people of any 
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nation, [...] and the self-understanding of the contemporary Ukrainian com 

patible with the self-understanding of the world-wide intellectual elite: not 
identical in content and character, but of equal quality and value" (14). 

The claim for Stus of a quality that transcended locality and historical con 
text may be read as part of an implied anti-colonial argument directed to es 

tablishing the equality of Ukrainian culture—long eclipsed by the colonial 
master—with the cultures of the world at large. At the root of such argumen 
tation lay the idea that "objective" research would reveal the innate value of 
Stus's poetry relative to a universal (but in fact West European) canon, thus 

proving the dignity and worth of the national culture that it represented. Lit 

erary scholarship informed by post-colonial studies would have detected in 
such an appeal to external cultural authority the danger of a new, self-inflicted 
colonization. But such concerns troubled representatives of the philological 
line of Stus criticism less than the potential vulgarization of Stus's opus at the 
hands of the martyrologists. The poet's son, Dmytro Stus, an emerging liter 

ary scholar, wrote of his father's life as not "always and unambiguously the 

path of a martyr," warned readers against "a politicized and simplistic image 
of the poet" and urged them, instead, "to see in the person of Vasyl Stus above 
all an artist" (D. Stus, 1992, 3-4). The authors of the Australian collection 
Stus iak tekst [Stus as Text] who focused on the structures of form and mean 

ing that they discovered in Stus's poetry (Pavlyshyn) and the editor of a Pol 
ish anthology of poems by Stus and critical essays about him (Korniejenko 
1996) made explicit their wish to offer an alternative to the dominant populist 
reception. A frequent topos in studies of Stus that claimed to represent the tra 
dition of serious literary scholarship was the complaint about the paucity of 

similarly competent readings (e.g., Huk; Korniejenko 1993). The most radi 
cal opponent of any political reading of Stus was Vasyl Ivashko, for whom the 

praise of Stus's ethical and national steadfastness was but a ploy of the "Six 

tiers," intellectuals and writers who came to public attention in the 1960s and 
were to varying degrees in opposition to the regime. Ivashko saw the Sixtiers 
as having seized cultural (and, implausibly, political) power in post-Soviet 
Ukraine and as struggling by rhetorical means, including invocations of Stus, 
to maintain it. 

The anthology Vikna v pozaprostir [Windows into Beyondspace], pub 
lished in 1992, attempted to popularize a middle position between the sacral 
and the secular readings of Stus. The book, published in a relatively large edi 
tion of 16,000 copies and directed to readers of "higher school years," pre 
sented Stus through a generous selection of his poems, letters and prison 
memoirs, equipping the young reader with material on which to base an im 

pression of Stus both as a poet and a citizen. 
The major accomplishment of the philological line of Stus reception was the 

publication of the first scholarly edition of Stus, Tvory u chotyrokh tomakh, 
shesty knyhakh [Works in Four Volumes and Six Books; by the time of its 
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completion the edition had swollen to six volumes and nine books] between 
1994 and 1999. Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska and Dmytro Stus both worked on 
the edition, as did members of the Manuscripts Division of the Institute of Lit 
erature of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. The editorial board included 
some of the most senior members of the Institute. The edition embodied schol 

arly respectability and attested the arrival of Vasyl Stus as a canonical figure 
of modern Ukrainian literature. Painstaking text-editorial work produced a 
somewhat different corpus than had been represented by previous publica 
tions. The inclusion of all known variants of each poem—and Stus created 

many, insuring against the likely confiscation and destruction of his work— 
made it impossible to overlook the illusory nature of the idea of a "final," "au 
thorized" text. Stus sometimes varied the texts of his poems, taking into ac 
count the addressee of the letter in which the poem was written down. 
"Neutral" words that Stus substituted for politically sensitive ones may appear 
as apposite to later readers as the words that they replace, making it impossi 
ble to distinguish between the "intended" word and its mask.7 In short, an un 

stable, eerily postmodern picture of Stus's texts emerged—one at odds with 
the idea, fundamental to the topos of the deferral of judgment, of the possibil 
ity of authoritative, competent readings of Stus once the philological ground 
work had been done. Reflecting on another dimension of Stus's works, their 

persistent references to the works of predecessors, Dmytro Stus recorded his 
unease at this unexpected triumph of the postmodern: "It is strange: we have 
a typically postmodern situation where a literary world is created on the basis 
of other literary works, and yet one hesitates to concede that this is more than 
an accidental feature of postmodernity, for to do so would introduce an ele 
ment of disharmony into the poet's creative work" (D. Stus 2000, 44). 

Disharmony indeed: the shimmering and ambiguous quality of Stus's po 
etry as attested by Tvory fails to confirm the critical dream of the "adequate," 
objectively grounded reading. The five years during which the nine books of 

Tvory were published coincided with a period of declining optimism on the 

part of Ukraine's nationally committed intelligentsia. The early belief that a 

postcolonial "normalization" of culture would terminate the need for poets in 

the roles of heroes, prophets or martyrs, exemplified, for example, by Yuri 

Andrukhovych's view of Stus as the last of the Ukrainian "messiah-poets" 

(quoted in Kotsiubyns'ka 1994, 38), yielded to the view that the history of 

colonialism in Ukraine was far from over. Among advocates of Ukrainian cul 

tural revival an enduring sense of anti-colonial ressentiment set in. It was con 

sistent with a perception of Stus's continuing symbolic significance as an un 

compromising defender of human rights and of Ukrainian culture in an 

environment of generalized indifference and compromise with evil. Under the 

circumstances, the martyrological reading of Stus became ever more en 

7. See the Notes to the collection "Chas tvorchosti" (Stus 1994-1999, 2: 389). 
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trenched, nourished especially by a steady stream of publications by Yevhen 

Sverstiuk, who now saw Stus as having been "a human being not of this 

world," "a phenomenon too great for comprehension," "a martyr from his 

very childhood," and "not merely a text, but a personality that built itself up 
into a legend" (Sverstiuk 2003, 130, 131, 132 and 134; see also Sverstiuk 
1998 and 2000). Sverstiuk called for the abandonment of textual analysis as 
a method for understanding Stus, proposing empathetic divination instead: 
"There exists a higher level of the sacral that is incomprehensible to the pro 
fane world. [Stus] does not need communication with 'the masses.' He does 
not need to be understood by cynics" (Sverstiuk 2003, 134). The ritualization 
of Stus proceeded apace. A Stus prize had been established as early as 1989, 
and anniversaries of his death and reburial were marked with solemn public 
and scholarly gatherings. Some observed an evangelical dimension to Stus 

(Krypiakevych-Dymyd), others sought significance in the fact that he had 
been born on Christmas Eve (Ovsiienko 8). 

Meanwhile, the scholarly encounter with Stus maintained a certain momen 
tum. Marks of regard normally reserved for canonical authors appeared: a bib 

liography (Dr'omova); a dictionary of Stus's language (Olifirenko); a doctoral 
dissertation in Canada (Burianyk); a moderate stream of specialized studies in 
Western and Ukrainian scholarly journals, e.g. Viktoriia Mel'nyk 2000, Pylyp 
iuk 2002a, and 2002b, and Pastuch; scholarly conferences in Donetsk and 

Kyiv dedicated exclusively to Stus;8 and a website reproducing his complete 
works and a substantial part of the secondary literature (Humanitarnyi tsentr 

Vasylia Stusa). And yet the completion of the philological infrastructure did 
not bring about a boom in Stus studies. The number of scholarly articles on 
Stus in Slovo i chas never remotely approached the number dedicated to Shev 
chenko or Franko; it remained about the same as the number of studies of Yuri 

Andrukhovych, Valery Shevchuk and Oles Honchar.9 Stus did not become the 

subject of iconoclastic or at least unconventional studies like Solomia Pav 

lychko's book on Ukrainian modernism, Oksana Zabuzhko's on Shevchenko 
or Tamara Hundorova's on Olha Kobylianska. Kostiantyn Moskalets was right 
to remark in his 2007 introduction to Zibrannia tvoriv, the new, twelve-volume 
edition of Stus, on the paucity of articles and monographs on the poet, though 
not all would subscribe to his somewhat high-flown interpretation of this fact: 

"Clearly, Vasyl Stus, having scaled the heights of the spirit, continues to re 
main too inaccessible to Ukrainian literary scholarship, furnishing yet another 

proof of the incompletion of his existentialist project, whose essence lay in the 
radical modernization (not postmodernization) of the national culture" (25). 

8. For the conference proceedings see Myshanych et al. and Materialy konferentsii "Vasyl' 
Stus... 

9. Between 2002 and 2008, the journal published 52 articles on Shevchenko, 37 on Franko, 
13 on Lesia Ukrainka, six each on Andrukhovych and Nikolai Gogol, five on Stus and four each 
on Honchar and Shevchuk. 
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There seemed to be some truth, too, in Mykola Riabchuk's wry remark that "a 

demythologized Stus has even less chance of becoming a hero of Ukrainian 

popular culture than his mythologized populist counterpart" (19). 
At the turn of the millennium, the intellectual lead in Stus studies shifted 

from literary scholarship to biography. There emerged a quest for non-trivial 

ways to make the composite phenomenon of Stus, comprising life no less 
than works, intelligible and active in the real society of contemporary 
Ukraine, leaving behind the earlier ambition of establishing Stus's literary 

reputation in the context of world literature. Moskalets, the pioneer of this re 

focusing, explicitly rejected the "Stus as text" approach as "inadequate for 

opening up one of the loftiest destinies experienced by a human being in the 

twentieth century." He insisted that what he saw as essential in Stus, the mys 
terious reconciliation between submission to fate and self-shaping through 
will, needed to be discovered in the poet's life as well as in his works 

(Moskalets' 1999, 4). Dmytro Stus, who earlier had urged that Stus be 

revered, above all, for his poetry, now shifted his attention to Stus's life. Not 

uninfluenced by Aleksandr Etkind's account of New Historicism, the poet's 
son pondered the methodological problems of "structuring a scholarly biog 

raphy so that it would fulfill the requirements of the largest possible number 

of potential users, yet adhere to the rules of the scientific analysis and inter 

pretation of information" (D. Stus 2001, 7). 
Intentions to synthesize the biographical and the textual notwithstanding, 

in practice it was the former that triumphed in two major books on Stus that 

now appeared: Netsenzurnyi Stus [The Uncensored Stus, 2002], a two-volume 
collection of documents and memoirs, and Dmytro Stus's Vasyl' Stus: Zhyttia 
iak tvorchist' [Vasyl Stus: Life as Creativity, 2004], In the introduction to the 

first of these Bohdan Pidhirny signaled awareness of the cultic quality of a 

large part of Stus's reception and announced an intention of countering this 

by demonstrating "the inappropriateness and illegitimacy of unitary judg 
ments and conclusions" (Pidhirnyl 7). Yet what the collection in fact did was 

bring together a large number of judgments and conclusions of a unitarily 

martyrological kind. 
The subtitle of the second book, Vasyl Stus: Life as Creativity, invited in 

terpretation as a polemical response to the proposal encapsulated in the title 

of the collection Stus as Text. Dmytro Stus's abundantly illustrated biography 
of his father up to 1972 gave detailed accounts of Stus's social networks and 

interactions in the first part of his life, as well as generous contextual infor 

mation, in a manner suggestive of the "thick description" adopted by New 

Historicism. Stus's poetry was quoted at length, but the role assigned to it was 

documentary: poems were illustrations of the facts of Stus's life and testi 

monies to his thoughts and sentiments, not objects of inquiry in themselves. 

The author frankly conceded that his father's life had greater significance 
than his works: "V. Stus entered the history of Ukrainian literature and, more 
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generally, culture, not because of his poetry but merely, so to speak, with its 

support" (D. Stus 2004, 5-6). An article also published in 2004 put it even 
more bluntly: "if there had been no poet-martyr of the national stereotype, 
there would have been no 'Poet with his yearnings for the pure spheres of the 
human spirit'" (Iastrubets'ka 38). 

While Dmytro Stus's book did not set out to sacralize the author's father, 
its methodological assumption—that every detail, however minute, has a sig 
nificance that derives from the overall importance of the life that it evi 
dences—tended to turn that detail into a relic, and the account of the life into 

hagiography. The theme of the book was, in the end, not the life, but the 

"mystery [misteriia] of the life of Vasyl Stus" (8). Reviewing the book in 

2005, Moskalets approved of this designation, but like Yevhen Sverstiuk, 
whom he quoted, he would have preferred a more open and explicit admis 
sion of the sacral quality of Stus's "mystical feat." Stus scholars, according to 

Moskalets, had failed "to immerse themselves wholly not only in the texts of 
one of the greatest Ukrainian poets and essayists, but in his life and death" 

(Moskalets 2005, 193). Readers, on the other hand, asserted the critic, had 

begun to make their own acquaintance with the poet; they recognized in him 
an authority unaffected by "exercises in criticism and demythologization" 
and sought meaning in the story of his life "which, transformed by suffering, 
becomes the life of a saint \zhytiiem\ emphasis in the original]" (194). 

Moskalets's introduction to the new twelve-volume edition of Stus's works 
was maintained in the same deliberately hagiographical style, notwithstand 

ing the critic's astute commentary on the philosophical content of Stus's po 
etry. The difference in tone, argumentative objective, and the subject-position 
of the author, from Kotsiubynska's introduction to the first scholarly edition, 
published a scant thirteen years earlier, could scarcely have been greater. It 
was as though Moskalets was intent upon framing the new edition as a sacred 

text, in rebuttal of Kotsiubynska's scrupulously secular account of Stus's 
works as literature. 

The history of the reception of Vasyl Stus, then, has been the history of a 

struggle between advocates of different visions of the balance between the 
man's life and his poetry. In that struggle, despite often impressive interven 
tions by partisans of Stus as a first-rate poet, the statistical advantage has al 

ways been with the admirers of Stus as a person whose actions dramatized 

deeply cherished virtues. In the period between the appearance of the last vol 
ume of Tvory in 1999 and the first volume of Zibrannia tvoriv in 2007 the 

martyrological vision of Stus had won over spokespeople able to articulate it 
with a new sophistication. From this dominant perspective Stus is a figure in 
an iconostasis: he is venerated for embodying verities that bind the commu 

nity of believers and for modeling emblematic ways of being and acting that 
this community holds to be exemplary. 

What meaning should we ascribe to this triumph of biography? Whose in 
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terests does it serve? The members of the literary and scholarly intelligentsia 
in Ukraine who studied and praised Stus's texts did so, in general, in the hope 
of fulfilling the postcolonial dream of rendering their national culture, 

through one of its most outstanding representatives, visible as the equal of 
other cultures. The biographical turn in the reception of Stus may be read as 
an acknowledgment that this project of postcolonial universalism was 

doomed; indeed, that efforts to demonstrate the excellence of Stus by refer 
ence to criteria imagined as objective and universal advanced a new form of 
colonial dependence. The biographical and martyrological reading of Stus of 
fered an alternative drawn from the well-established tradition of Ukrainian 
nativism. From this perspective Stus's stature within his culture was secured 

by his significance relative to the special conditions of that culture and re 

quired no external verification. How Stus might be viewed relative to Rilke 
or Pasternak was of less interest than what he could teach the inhabitants of 

post-Soviet Ukraine through the example of his life. 
The interests behind such a stance are similar to those that might be attrib 

uted to Ukraine's post-Soviet neopopulist writers who defined their identity in 

opposition to the Westward-looking, ostentatiously postmodern, neo-avant 

garde. For adherents to the view of Stus as a martyr, as for the literary neopop 
ulists, dignity lies in autonomy and self-sufficiency. From their point of view 
the sacralization of Stus is the outcome of a local rationality justified by local 
needs. A sacralized Stus helps the fragile national community remember its 

grim past and shape its behavior in the present and future—as self-sufficient, 
confident in its self-knowledge, and requiring no external legitimation. 

A critic of such a nativism might argue that it is the recourse of the weak: 
those who do not have the competence to secure their vision of Stus by appeal 
to universal norms resent those who do, and deny the validity or relevance of 
the norms themselves. The nativists, from this perspective, are trapped in their 
own parochialism: what they perceive as self-sufficiency is more properly di 

agnosed as wish-fulfillment and psychological compensation. 
The reception of Stus, then, like many phenomena of Ukraine's cultural 

history since the initiation of the national project, bears evidence of the polar 
ization of cultural forces and corresponding passions between modernity and 

tradition, universalism and parochialism, and modernism and populism. Any 

project for liberation from local colonialism is doomed to choose between un 

palatable alternatives: a universalism easily criticized as a self-imposed capit 
ulation to the neo-colonial power of the West, and an autarkic pose no less 

easily criticized as eccentric and delusionary. 
Advocates of neither position possess arguments capable of persuading ad 

herents of the other. The bifurcation of the Ukrainian cultural field persists— 
and with it the parallel existence of Stus the poet and Stus the martyr. For the 

moment, the martyr prevails. 
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Pe3K)Me 

MapKO üaBJIHIIIHH 

Maprapcraoria i jiÍTepaTypo3HaBCTBo: BmiaaoK BacHJia CTyca 

Зазнавши два довп термши ув'язнення та заслання за акти полггично'1 

непокори, украшський поет Василь Стус (1938-1985) загинув на п'ятому рощ 
другого строку покарання в тюремному Ta6opi поблизу Уралу. 

Опозищйне ставлення до радянсько'1 влади завоювало для Стуса пошану 

украшсько! /паспори. Поез1я Стуса звернула на себе увагу украшського 

лпературознавства на Захода Виникли дв1 лтн1Т рецепци, з яких одна шдкре 
слювала передовым йога громадянську вщвагу, а друга—видатшсть йога поезп. 

Представники останньо'1 вщ початку тдшмали питания про те, наскшьки 

судження про Стуса як поета в1ддзеркалюють оцшку йога етично! позицп. 

В Радянському Corosi стало можливим друкувати й обговорювати Стуса 

HanpuKiimi 1989 р. в час повного розвитку «гласность В Укра'ни, як i на Заход^ 

намагання утвердити уявлення про Стуса як значного поета конкурували з 

мартиролопчними прочитаннями його життя. Л1тературознавц1, як! прагнули 
довести пдность Стусово! поезп, пщкреслювали и фшософський 3MÍCT та 

новаторство щодо форми й мови. Ixhí зусилля можна розглядати як частину 
по ст ко л о н i а л ь н о го проекту, спрямованого на доведения здатност1 украшсько! 
л1тератури, на píbhí з шшими, входити до «cbítobo'í» лггератури. Проте, так1 

читання, оскшьки вони аиелюють до норм, як! уявляються як ушверсальш, але 

нас правд i вщцзеркалюють захщноевропейський л1тературний канон, падлягають 

критищ як [aici, що несвщомо служать новому культурному колон1ал1зму: вони 

призначають укра'шськш niicpaiypi п1длегле Micne в культурнш iepapxi'i Заходу. 

Автори мартиролопчних прочитань життя Стуса навмисне чи випадково 

причиняються до сакрал1зацн образу поета. Шдкреслюючи протистояння поета 

репрсаям як особистим, так i нан(окальним, так i б1ографН сприяють консол! 

дацп нац1онально\' ¡дентичност1, яка базуеться на uíhhoctí самодостатност1. Хоч 

вони пщлягають критиц1 як тенденщйн1 i зрозумш тшьки в рамках одн1е! 

нацюнально! культури, на початку 21-го столггтя саме мартиролог1ч1п прочи 

тання Стуса досягли переваги в дебатах стосовно поетово\' спадщини. 
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